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On April 12th 1985, Salvatore “Big Sal” Masserano, head of the Gamboni
crime family and “Boss of all Bosses” was shot dead. This happened in
broad daylight in front of a flower store across the street from the FBI
headquarters in Manhattan, New York – three gunmen were seen running
from the scene by dozens of bystanders yet no witnesses.
After almost two decades of peace and prosperity for all Five Families
the city now holds it’s breath on the verge of an all out WAR.
Word on the street is that this execution-style murder was a conspiracy
of the Luchetti, Borghese and Garrone families, claiming that Masserano
was talking to the FBI. Other sources talk about the Montano family
working together with Chinese Triad leaders for complete control over
the weapons trade.
Now it is time to restore order and take what is yours. Keep your friends
close but your enemies closer. This is WAR.
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INTRODUCTION
GAMBONI is a board game for 3 to 5 players.
The game map is a representation of New York City in the 1980’s where
Five Families control organized crime. To settle disputes among the
different families and to co-ordinate business, many years ago “The
Commission” was formed. A governing body in which each family is
represented by their CAPO or boss. The boss of the most powerful family
is elected or otherwise named: “Chairman of the Commission”.

In GAMBONI, up to 5 players compete to become this chairman or “BOSS
of all BOSSES”, also known as “CAPO DI TUTTI CAPI” or simply IL CAPO.
To win you must choose the right strategy, take risk, use politics, bluf,
co-operate, intimidate and have some luck.
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GETTING STARTED
As a sign of respect, the oldest player gets first pick in choosing a family
and starting location (safe house), the other players follow counterclockwise around the table. Alternatively, draw a weapon card to
determine who gets first pick.
The last player to choose a family and safe house, starts the game. The
other players follow clockwise around the table. One player is chosen to
handle the bank. Each player receives:

-

1 CAPO card representing the Family / color. Face side up.
1 SKILL chip in Family color.
2 WEAPON CARDS
$ 5,000 CASH (5 * $ 1,000 or 1* $ 5,000)
A stack of Territory marker tokens in Family color.
Place CAPO pawn
on family chip at
safehouse.
Place family chips
on “strike 1” and
“strike 2” on left
panel.
Place one $ 10,000
bill on the “GANG
cash” spot.

Complete setup for 5 players

Decide which
player will handle
the bank for
payouts, penalties
and points.

THE GAME
Starting with the last player to choose a family and safe house,
players take turns to;
1
2
3

COLLECT
MOVE
TRADE

Collect money from territory and businesses.
Move up to 5 squares and act to score points.
Buy up to 3 cards.

Businesses are paid to the bank, weapon cards bought from opponents
4

DEPOSIT

deposit $ 25,000 for 1 MONEY point (token).

This money is safe, no withdrawals

Points are scored by earning MONEY, POWER and RESPECT .
Each of the 5 characters representing the five families have a unique skill
FAMILY

SKILL

EFFECT
Player may buy +2 weapon cards per turn

OWN CONSIGLIERE, NO NEED FOR CONSIGLIERE CARD

Player may hold 7 weapon cards instead of the regular 5.

Deposit $ 15,000 for 1 MONEY point instead of $ 25,000

Player may move 7 squares instead of the regular 5.

These SKILL tokens are lost to another player when losing a CAPO fight.
TIP: TRY TO GAIN AN EXTRA SKILL TOKEN AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

TAKE YOUR TURN
1

COLLECT

A Collect “protection money”from area’s under complete control;
income per turn per complete area: $ 2,000.
When an area is under complete control, the player controlling this area
places 2 chips on the POWER line. These points are received only once,
not every turn. THESE POINTS ARE IMMEDIATELY LOST WHEN
CONTROL IS NO LONGER COMPLETE.
B

Collect from businesses, income per turn:

BUSINESS SITES can only be placed in MANHATTAN (LITTLE ITALY,
MIDTOWN AND HARLEM, marked GREEN) AND ON A PLAYER’S SAFE
HOUSE

MANHATTAN

SAFE HOUSE

A PLAYER UNABLE TO PLACE CAN NOT BUY.

PROTECTION
Business sites can be protected by placing a (ONE) weapon card, face
down, underneath them. This cards can not be removed or switched –
only used to defend when this business is attacked. Handy as weapon
cards under business sites can not be seized by the ATF (FBI card).

2

MOVE
Move CAPO pawn around the board, up to 5 squares, horizontally and
vertically. Place family color chips on visited empty squares to mark
area control.
Instead of moving 5 squares, one can also use a GETAWAY CAR card
to move from A to B, anywhere on the map. When doing this, no other
movement is possible, nor actions during the move. Discard the
Getaway Car card after usage.

2.1

ATTACKING

When landing on a square controlled by another player, one can attack
using the weapon cards. The attacker puts one card on the table, face
down.

VS
The defender replies with a weapon card, face up. Turn over the
attackers card, highest card wins the fight.
NOTE:

ATTACKER wins in case of draw

TIP: USE BULLETPROOF VESTS TO DEFEND BUSINESSES. PLACE THIS CARD
UNDER THE BUSINESS CARD. SAFE AND OUT OF THE HANDS OF AN OPPONENT.

The defender may also choose to concede and walk away from the fight.
In this case the attacker automatically wins, gets to keep his weapon
card and still earns a respect point for the attack. There are 45 weapon
cards in total. Each suit 4 times, card # 6 “BERETTA DUE” 5 times.
When attacking multiple squares of an unarmed player, only 1 RESPECT
point is earned for this attack as a whole.
CAPO Fight
When a player attacks another player using his pawn (CAPO) vs the other
player’s pawn, it’s called a CAPO fight. Possible outcomes when player A
attacks player B;

Player A attacks, FACE DOWN player B defends, FACE UP …
…now turn the card to see who
won
Player A (attacker) wins: Player A (attacker) loses:
All cash from player B to A +1 respect for player B
SKILL tokens from player B to A
Player A goes to jail, end of turn.
-1 respect points for player B
-1 life point for player B
3 STRIKES and you’re out,
GAME OVER

2.2

THE COMMISSION

When landing on, or when passing the “COMMISSION” square, take a
card and follow instructions. One may go from “C” via another square,
back to “C” to pick up a card and continue moving. One may only take
one “C” card per turn – unless stated otherwise on a “C” card.

There are 2 types of Commission cards:

A: READ OUT LOUD

B: SECRET ASSIGNMENT

NOTE: Discard used cards to side stack, shuffle when empty.

TIP: INTIMIDATION: THREATEN YOUR OPPONENTS WITH STRONG WEAPONS TO
KEEP THEM AT A DISTANCE OR TO PRESSURE THEM INTO BUYING FROM YOU.

2.3

THE F…B…I…

When a player is low on cash or on moral values, he can visit the FBI.
He will receive $ 25,000 tip money for snitching plus an FBI card. This
card must be played immediately. The penalty for being a RAT is a $
50,000 contract / 2 PENALTY chips on the PENALTY line. This contract
is offered to all other players and can be collected by succesfully
attacking that player.

One can also turn to the FBI when there is not enough cash to make
bail. A player can exit prison for free by turning into a stool pigeon. In
this case, there is no $ 25,000 tip money but the $ 50,000 penalty is
still there plus the FBI card that must be played immediately.

DEA busts all drug labs from one opponent.
NYPD busts all strip clubs from one opponent.
ATF confiscates all weapon cards from one opponent.
IRS confiscates all CASH on hand from one opponent.
RAT: FBI seizes all business and CASH on hand from one opponent.
CONFISCATED CASH AND BUSINESS SITES GO BACK TO THE BANK

These cards are drawn at random so they can be good or bad tips.
DEA and ATF cards are double. The player this card is used upon will
also get arrested thus will go to jail. FBI cards can be blocked by the
CONSIGLIERE CARD, +1 respect for the player succesfully defending
himself with this card.

TIP: RAT TACTICS
USE THE FBI (ATF CARD IF
YOU’RE LUCKY) TO DISARM AN
OPPONENT, JUST BEFORE AN
ATTACK …
NOW YOU CAN TAKEOVER A
COMPLETE AREA WITHOUT
USING ANY WEAPON CARDS.
IN CASE OF A MULTIPLE
ATTACK ON AN UNARMED
OPPONENT, 1 RESPECT POINT
TOTAL IS EARNED, NOT 1 PER
SQUARE AS IN A NORMAL
ATTACK.

2.4

GANGS

To avoid going to prison or getting your hands dirty, one can use GANGS
to attack. There are 3 gangs, all using the same cash stash on the left
side of the board.
GANGS attack via the top card of the weapon stack so one never knows
what weapons they will use. Attacking via GANGS will still earn RESPECT
points and in case of loss there is no prison.

One can order a 1, 2 or 3 weapon attack for $ 5,000, $ 10,000 or $
15,000. Payment is made to their cash stash. One can also attack the
GANGS to rob them from their cash. GANGS defend themselves using
the top card of the weapon stack One (single, double or triple) GANG
attack per turn.
TIP: USE GANGS ON EACH OTHER TO ROB THEIR CASH AND EARN RESPECT.

TIP: WHEN CLOSE TO ANOTHER CAPO AND CLOSE TO A GANG, USE THE GANG
ON OPPONENT FIRST, THEN ATTACK WITH YOUR CAPO PAWN.

2.5

JAIL

A player attacking and losing will go to JAIL.
A player defending and losing goes to the hospital. When a player is sent
to jail, this is the end of his turn. No trading or deposits possible.
At the start of the following turn, after COLLECTING, the player can leave
prison by paying BAIL or via snitching to the FBI. BAIL is the number of
RESPECT chips times $ 5,000. When a player can not make BAIL not
wants to talk to the Feds, he can also choose to skip a turn.

Move to EXIT in case of SKIP turn in Jail.
Exit locations:

EXIT FOR PLAYERS;
- POSTING BAIL
- Using CONSIGLIERE
- SKIPPING A TURN

EXIT FOR PLAYERS
WHO TALK TOO MUCH

TIP: PLAN ATTACKS NEAR THE END OF YOUR MOVE. USE A GANG ATTACK, GO
TO THE FBI OR TAKE A COMMISSION CARD BEFORE ATTACKING WITH THE RISK
OF JAIL. JAIL = END OF TURN, NO TRADE, NO DEPOSITS.

2.6

LIMO SERVICE

There are 5 points on the map from where a player can hail an armoured
stretch limo with tinted windows, cigars and umbrella drinks. One in
each corner and one at the center of the map.

One can travel from every corner to any other of the 5 spots. Going from
1 spot to another costs 2 squares in movement; 1 to get on, 1 to travel.

3

TRADE

After the move, a player may buy up to 3 cards. This can be 3 weapon
cards, 3 business sites or a mix of the two. One can also choose to buy
less or not to buy anything at all.

TIP: BEFORE DECIDING FROM WHICH PLAYER(S) TO BUY, NEGOTIATE TO GET
SOMETHING IN RETURN. ONE CAN AGREE TO CONSISTENTLY BUY FROM EACH
OTHER OR NOT TO ATTACK EACH OTHER IN EXCHANGE FOR A HEALTY
BUSINESS RELATIONSHIP OR ONE COULD ASK ANOTHER PLAYER TO TAKE CARE
OF AN OPPONENT IN EXCHANGE FOR MORE WEAPONS TRADE BUSINESS.

DEPOSIT
Finally, a deposit can be made to the SAFE, one receives one chip on the
MONEY line per $ 25,000 deposit to the bank.

Family alliance / team victory
When a player is not doing well, he can offer another player to join forces
by turning his CAPO card over and “KISS THE PINKY RING”.
If accepted, both player will lose 3 RESPECT points each and will
continue as a team. If they don’t have 3 respect points each, no alliance
is possible. The player making the offer will keep playing as usual but his
CAPO card will be with his ally and all their chips will be combined at the
end of the game.

In case the other player declines: VENDETTA!
The declined player may from now on, only attack the player that turned
him down – until the end of the game.
TIP: BLUFFING: SHOW HEAVY WEAPONS (MINIGUN OR AK-47) WHEN YOU HAVE
THEM, TO MAKE YOUR OPPONENT BELIEVE THIS IS WHAT YOU WILL USE IN AN
ATTACK. THIS WILL TRIGGER THEM TO USE THEIR BULLETPROOF VEST FOR
DEFENSE. NOW ATTACK WITH A BASEBALL BAT OR MACHETE INSTEAD.

HOW TO SCORE POINTS
RESPECT
+1 point for any attack, including via GANGS or FBI – win or lose.
+1 point for any succesfull defense, including CONSIGLIERE vs the FBI.
+1 points for winning a CAPO fight, -1 points for losing a CAPO fight.

THE “RESPECT” LINE

POWER
+2 points for controlling a complete area. There are 13 area’s total.
When no longer in COMPLETE control of an area, -2 points.

THE “POWER” LINE

MONEY
+1 point for each $ 25,000 deposited at the end of a turn.
Only multiples of $ 25,000, no exceptions or refunds. Money deposited to
the vault is SAFE, it can not be stolen by opponents nor can it be
withdrawn. Cash on hand is lost when losing a CAPO fight.

THE “MONEY” LINE

TIP: GET AS MANY POINTS AS POSSIBLE, EACH TURN

BONUS POINTS
+3 points for delivering the 3rd and final strike to another player.
The 3 bonus points are placed on the head of the retired player, on the
STRIKE 3 line.
+5 points on the RESPECT line for a “GAMBONI” (plus $ 50,000)
This is a unique, one time event per game.

THE “STRIKE 1”, “STRIKE 2” AND “STRIKE 3”LINES.

Each time a player loses a CAPO fight, he must place his CAPO pawn on
the hospital square (RED CROSS) and remove one chip from the
“STRIKE” line.
Every player has 3 “lives”, represented by the 3 strike lines. These can
not be replenished so be careful with 2 strikes out. When there are no
more chips on “STRIKE 1”and “STRIKE 2”, losing a CAPO fight results in
an early retirement,
GAME OVER.
All cash on hand and tokens will go to the victor, all points are discarded.
Weapon cards, commission cards, controlled area and business sites go
back to the bank.

BANK: BUSINESS SITE CARDS AND TOKENS, CASH $ 1,000 / $ 5,000 / $ 10,000, WEAPON CARDS AND PENALTY CHIPS

HOW TO WIN
The player with the most points after a set number of rounds, wins.
In case all other players are sent to early retirement before the final
round, or when playing without a set number of rounds, the last DON
wins.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
In case of a tie, the player with most territory chips on the map, wins.
In case of a tie, where both players also have an equal amount of
territory under control, the player with most assets (business + cash)
wins. In case the tie stands, despite all of the above, victory will be
decided in one final battle using cards still on hand.

Recommended number of rounds:
Normal 3 player game:
Normal 4 player game:
Normal 5 player game:
Tutorial (any # players):

9 rounds.
8 rounds.
7 rounds.
3 rounds.

HOW TO LOSE POINTS
- Lose RESPECT points via Commission cards played by others.
- Lose RESPECT by losing a CAPO fight -1.
- Lose POWER by losing complete control over an area -2.
Snitching to the FBI can cost points in the end as, at the end of the game,
any outstanding penalty will be deducted from the respect points stack
(1 for 1) before adding all points to one big stack to determine the
winner. When a contract is cashed, the PENALTY will be removed but in
this case an opponent will earn MONEY points this way so snitching is
never without consequences.

THE “STRIKE 3” LINE

The targets on the CAPO mugs are where PENALTY chips are placed.
DRUG lab:
FBI snitch:

1 PENALTY CHIP
2 PENALTY CHIPS

Each PENALTY chip stands for a $ 25,000 contract on the head of the
CAPO in need of a reprimande. This reward will go to any player
succesfully attacking this CAPO.

“PENALTY CHIP”

When collecting a contract, it can be paid in cash or exchanged for
“MONEY” points immediately. Exchange rate is one-for-one.
As a BONUS, the victor of this attack robs his victim of all CASH on hand.

BASIC STRATEGIES
MONEY
FOCUS BUSINESS ON DRUG LABS (CASH) AND STRIP CLUBS. ROB
GANGS INSTEAD OF OPPONENTS, DEPOSIT CASH WHENEVER
POSSIBLE, USE FBI ON OPPONENTS. MOST SUITABLE FAMILIES:

POWER
FOCUS BUSINESS ON PIZZA CO’S (MOVE BONUS), STAY AWAY FROM
FIGHTS WITH OTHER PLAYERS, CLAIM AS MUCH TERRITORY AS
POSSIBLE. MOST SUITABLE FOR:

RESPECT
FOCUS BUSINESS DRUG LABS (RESPECT BONUS) OR STRIP CLUBS
(WEAPON BONUS). ATTACK OFTEN, BUY MANY WEAPON CARDS
TAKE MANY COMMISSION CARDS. DON’T RAT. MOST SUITABLE FOR:

QUICK START GUIDE / CHEAT SHEET

[FRONT]

[BACK]

Click HERE to see GAMBONI gameplay videos on our YouTube Channel

RULES
1

ONE MUST FIRST COLLECT, THEN MOVE, THEN TRADE DEPOSIT.

2

ONE MAY MOVE UP TO 5 SQUARES OR LESS.

3

A PAWN MAY NOT END ON THE SAME QUARE AS START.

4

IN CASE OF A DRAW, THE ATTACKER WINS.

5

THERE IS NO PENALTY FOR A DRUG LAB GAINED VIA ATTACK.

6

MOVE HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY, NOT DIAGONALLY.

7

THE GETAWAY CAR DOES NOT WORK IN PRISON, GANGS DO.

8

THE GETAWAY CAR CAN ONLY BE USED FOR DEFENSE BY CAPO.

9

WHEN THE GETAWAY CAR IS USED TO MOVE ANYWHERE ON THE
MAP, THE PAWN MOVES FROM A TO B ONLY, NO OTHER
MOVEMENT OR STOPS ALONG THE WAY.

10

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CARDS PER BUY IS 3

[REPLACE PICTURE WITH OWN ARTWORK]

NOTE: RESPECT points reflect not only how much risk a player is willing to take or
how able to defend one self but are also is an indicator for the amount of HEAT from
the FBI. When sent to jail, bail is set to $ 5,000 times the number of respect chips so
RESPECT in this case can better be described as “REPUTATION” or “NOTORIETY”.

TACTICS / TIPS

MAKE FEW ENEMIES AND MANY FRIENDS
“DIVIDE AND CONQUER”
DON’T BE AFRAID OF THE ENEMY THAT WANTS TO KILL YOU
BE AFRAID OF THE FAKE FRIEND THAT HUGS YOU
HOLD ON TO SPECIAL DUO / DEFENSE CARDS
BUY FROM DIFFERENT OPPONENTS

ALWAYS PRETEND TO HAVE GOOD CARDS

HIDE YOUR DISAPPOINTMENT WHEN DRAWING BAD CARDS.

DON’T GROW TOO STRONG, TOO FAST.
REMEMBER:

THE EARLY BIRD MAY CATCH A WORM
BUT THE SECOND MOUSE GETS THE CHEESE…

“GAMBONI”
Collect all 5 “BERETTA DUE” cards, yell:”GAMBONI” to collect;

$ 50,000 plus 5 new weapon cards and 5 RESPECT points
The Gamboni appears in an anecdote in Victor Sperandeo's seminar
"Trader Vic: Methods of a Wall Street Master".
It features a poker player, Joe, who is extremely good at poker and has to move from city to city in order to play anonymously
for high stakes. Eventually he ends up playing a few slack jawed yokels in a barn in the middle of nowhere. He thinks he's
already won, given the unsophisticated nature of the competition. Soon, he gains a full house, the others fold and the game is
down to two people. He calls and the other fella has a dreadful hand, just three clubs and two diamonds.
So Joe thinks he has won and tries to grab the pot, but is told to look behind him where, tacked to the wall, is a notice that says
"Three clubs and two diamonds constitute a Gamboni, the top winning hand in this establishment". So he loses that round, but
continues to play. Rules are rules after all. Eventually he ends up with his own Gamboni and bets everything on it. Unfortunately
when he calls, he is pointed to another notice that says "Only one Gamboni will be permitted per night in this establishment",
meaning poor old Joe loses the lot.

Although GAMBONI is not specifically designed for 2 players, it is
possible to play heads up when both players control 2 families each.
ALTERNATIVE PLAYS
“ELEMINATION GAME”
“TEFLON DON”
“EQUALIZER”

PLAY WITHOUT SET NUMBER OF TURNS
PLAY WITHOUT LIFE POINTS
PLAY WITHOUT SKILL BONUS – see below;

Place the 5 SKILL tokens RANDOM (REWARD down) on the red crosses on the map;

GAME COMPONENTS

-

GAMBONI board, 1 pcs
Player CAPO pawns, 5 pcs
Player CAPO cards, 5 pcs
Commission cards, 13 pcs
Weapon cards, 45 pcs
FBI cards, 7 pcs
Penalty chips, 30 pcs
SKILL chips, 5 pcs
Round marker, 1 pcs
Company cards, 12 pcs
Company tokens, 12 pcs
PTS chips in 5 colors, 150 pcs
Territory tokens, 300 pcs
Gamboni cash;
$ 1,000 (100 PCS);
$ 5,000 (50 PCS);
$ 10,000 (50 PCS)

MONTANO
The Montano Family was started by Mauro Montano in 1925 making their first
money smuggling opium and robbing banks. Today their main source of
income comes from the weapons trade. In 1967 The Commission, led by
Salvatore “Big Sal” Masserano, formed a syndicate where control over the
weapons trade is shared among the Montano and Garrone families. This in
exchange for the monopoly on gambling by the Gamboni family.
The Montano family is under pressure from the Commission for continued
alleged narcotics trade. Rumor has it they are well connected to the Colombian
Medellin cartel, controlling most of the cocaine trade on the East Coast. They
own 3 Nightclubs, several exclusive car imports companies, 6 garages and 4
car dealers. Although not afraid to make their hands dirty, they often employ
members of the Bloods as well as latino street gangs. The Montano family have
a tight grip on the streets as they take care of many families of which members
are in prison.
Tony “The Bull” Blanco became
head of the Montano family after his
uncle and mentor Massimo
Montano died in 1983 in an
unfortunate accident visiting a
construction site of a high rise
condominium building in Queens.
As Massimo has five daughters but
no son, he raised his brother’s only
son as his own. Antonio’s real
parents died in a car accident
when he was aged five. Blaming his
father for their death, Antonio
changed his last name to Blanco to
honour his late Colombian mother.
Tony “The Bull” Blanco

LUCHETTI
The Luchetti family is one of the three “Corleonese” families – with ancestors
from Corleone, Sicily. Small in numbers yet very powerful as they are the
biggest loan sharks in the New York Metro area. The Luchetti family share the
syndicate for business sites with the Borghese family. No other family can open
any business without the permission of either the Luchettis or Borgheses.
Just as the weapons trade syndicate run by the Montano and Garrone families,
this in exchange for the Gambino family monopoly on gambling. The Luchetti
family owns a chain of 60 sports betting offices spread all over the city, several
small legalinsurance and finance companies on Staten Island as well as 3
exclusive restaurants in Little Italy.
Luca “El Professore” Luchetti was
born and raised in Sicily, moving to
New York aged 35. He studied Law
and Economics in Palermo, Sicily. He
earned his nickname “The Professor”
for lecturing the other bosses on
Italian traditions and Cosa Nostra
codes of honor such as “Omertá”
(code of silence) and so called “Ten
Commandements”. He is said to
despise Americans and is known for
his resistance to other families
recruiting members of non-Sicilian
descent. As honorary consul for
Sicilian affairs for the Italian
government and Italian-American
Chamber of Commerce Don Luchetti
enjoys diplomatic immunity.

Luca “El Professore” Luchetti

GAMBONI
The Gamboni family is the biggest and most respected of all five families with a
combined leadership over the Commission of over 50 years. Originally based in
Brooklyn, their base moved to New Jersey after Vito Gamboni died of natural
causes in 1966 and Salvatore “Big Sal” Masserano took over control. Big Sal
formed the weapons trade and business site syndicates in exchange for
complete control over gambling in in all 5 boroughs plus New Jersey.
Some people say Big Sal had been talking to the FBI in an attempt to keep all of
his casino’s and control over gambling after it would be completely legalised in
the State of New York. Although nobody believes he would actually break the
code of silence or rat on others in any way, him being seen with FBI officials
most likely got him killed. In the old days the Gambino family worked closely
together with the latino street gangs who now feel abandoned as Masserano
seems to have lost his connection to the streets being more and more
involved in politics.
John “Lucky” Gamboni was lucky to
escape from a fire that killed his
older brother Carlo at the age of 13.
Some say John started the fire
himself but nobody ever lived to tell
what John Gamboni’s response
would be for this accusation. Don
Gamboni, running the family
casino’s and strip clubs is known as
a control freak, never rolling the
dice before carefully calculating the
odds. As he saw the odds of
Masserano appointing him as boss
diminish, people say John Gamboni
must have felt compelled to help
change the odds in his favour whilst
dealing the blame card to someone
else.

John “Lucky” Gamboni

BORGHESE
According to the IRS the Borghese Family is without any doubt the richest of all
five families.Their family fortune started with a modest olive oil trading
company in 1921. Just as the other four families the foundation of their extreme
wealth was built during the phohibition era where the production and sales of
liquor was under total control of the five families, sharing the fortune among
themselves. Meanwhile, the Borghese family have become so succesful in the
food and restaurant business that they are believed to make more money
legally than with their illegal activities. The Luchetti family would greatly
benefit from the Borgheses leaving the business syndicate to continue as a
legitimate family business but this would never happen as long as Paul
Borghese is alive.
Paul Borghese is the oldest son in a
family of 8 children with 5 younger
brothers and 2 older sisters.Unlike
the other families, all 8 brothers and
sisters have a say in important
decisions. Some say “Big Paul” would
not even know what to do without the
guidance of his wife and especially
his two sisters. Growing up as a rich
kid, attending private schools in
Switzerland and the UK did not make
Paul Borghese a sophisticated or
well mannered man. He seems to be
driven purely by his emotion and
perhaps even more by his passion for
Italian food. This food-loving family
man does however have a dark side
anyone can tell. Don Borgheses
anger explosions are legendary.
Even the mayor is said to be so afraid
of him that he never eats anywhere
else than in one of the 152
restaurants owned by the Borghese
family.

Paul “Big Paul” Borghese

GARRONE
The Garrone Family invested their prohibition fortune in bricks. Controlling 4
out of the 5 most important unions, it is said that the Garrone family made
money on 80% of any high rise building in New York built between 1930 and
1980. In addition to their Construction business, The Garrone family controls
most of the garbage disposal in the Greater New York area. The part they do
not control, New Jersey and half of Brooklyn, is ran by the Gamboni family.
Although part of the weapons trade syndicate, this has never been a big part of
their operation until five years ago. Understanding that power is more
important than money, the Garrone family continues to increase their grip on
the streets where other families leave gaps.
Jimmy “Frank White” Carna was
adopted into the Garrone family after
being caught stealing thomb stones at
the Queens graveyard. Story is that he
had been stealing and
sandblasting them to re-sell for years
before getting caught.
Vicenzo Garrone recognized himself in
young Jimmy and put him to work in a
low level position after officially
adopting him. Although his real name is
Jimmy Garrone, he keeps using the
Jimmy Carna name to avoid confusion
with his uncle Jimmy Garrone. His
endless ambition and love for lime light
earned him the nickname “Frank White”
aka “The King of New York”. His love for
using the grinder of their
garbage disposal companies to get rid
of certain things earned him his other
nickname: “Meatballs”.

Jimmy “Frank White” Carna
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Madelon “MADE” R
Maurice “TSJAP” C
Patrick “IRON” K
Ron “JOKER” H
John “ANONYMOUS” Doe
John “ANONYMOUS” Doe
John “ANONYMOUS” Doe
John “ANONYMOUS” Doe
John “ANONYMOUS” Doe

Axel “AXX”de W
Bart “BOSS” S
Bum “BADABUM” B
Elie “QUEEN” S
Gjalt “G-UNIT” R
Jaap “FLIP FLOP” B
Jeanette “WOW” P
Maaike “GIRL NEXT DOOR” van L
Marco “BOOKS” de V
Miriam “GODMOTHER” R
Paul “CHEF” R
Tristán “BRAINMAN” S
John “ANONYMOUS” Doe
John “ANONYMOUS” Doe
John “ANONYMOUS” Doe
John “ANONYMOUS” Doe

SPECIAL THANKS
www.boardgamegeek.com | www.the-joker.nl | www.jamesmathe.com
www.facebook.com/forgetaboutit
www.gambonigame.com | www.ingottiwetrust.com | www.mafiagame.net
www.kingofnewyork.eu | www.kingofnewyork.nl | www.thekingofnewyork.com
www.bossofallbosses.eu | www.capodeicapi.net | www.freejohngotti.com | www.gamboni.be www.gamboni.eu
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